Central Procurement
Increase the efficiency of central procurement through a single strategic sourcing and asset management.

SAP Ariba Solutions
Enable the SAP Analytics Cloud solution to deliver all the analytics capabilities you need for your business.

Demand Management and Insights
Create accurate internal forecasts, planning, and demand management.

SAP Integrated Business Planning
Simplify, enrich, and extend digital collaboration with full visibility and exception management.

Manufacturing Planning and Operations
Identify and evaluate complex material and capacity needs and requirements-driven operations.

SAP Ariba Solutions
Enable the SAP Analytics Cloud solution to deliver all the analytics capabilities you need for your business.

Procurement Analytics
Gain real-time insights into all your procurement spending and procurement analytics.

SAP Ariba Solutions
Enable the SAP Analytics Cloud solution to deliver all the analytics capabilities you need for your business.

Response and Supply Management
Create and maintain supply plans aligned with business goals as demand and supply change.

SAP Ariba Solutions
Enable the SAP Analytics Cloud solution to deliver all the analytics capabilities you need for your business.

Specialty Chemical Limited
Read how Himadri specialty chemicals reduced inventory and improved service.

SAP Ariba Solutions
Read how Syngenta helps humanity face one of its toughest challenges with full visibility and exception management.

SAP Ariba Solutions
Read how Himadri specialty chemicals reduced inventory and improved service.

SAP Ariba Solutions
Read how Syngenta helps humanity face one of its toughest challenges with full visibility and exception management.
**SAP ERP**

- **Inventory Optimization:** Streamline your supply chain to reduce costs and improve efficiency.
- **General Gross Margin Planning:** Make informed decisions with enhanced financial visibility.
- **Collaboration and Qualification:** Streamline procure-to-pay processes to reduce risk and improve operational efficiency.

**SAP Integrated Business Planning**

- **Supply Chain Collaboration:** Collaborate across your entire supply chain to ensure better planning and control.
- **Collaborative Demand Planning:** Forecasts and consensus for better demand planning.
- **Collaborative Supply Planning:** Plan demand to anticipate and manage demand, inventory, and operational risk.
- **Collaborative Forecasting:** Align forecasts across the entire enterprise for improved accuracy.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Find, negotiate, and contract the most qualified, reliable, and compliant suppliers.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Efficient, compliant procurement for high-touch and low-touch scenarios.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**Source and Contract**

Reduce risk and cost through closed-loop sourcing, optimizing for information, efficiency, and cost and supplier compliance.

- **Component Supply Optimization:** Streamlined and trusted supply networks for efficient and rapid procurement.
- **Supplier Management:** Free-up resources by simplifying supplier onboarding and qualification.
- **Purchase Contract Management:** Streamline procurement processes with configurable, scalable supplier management.
- **Contract Sourcing and Execution:** Use a single solution for sensitive procure-to-pay processes.

**SAP S/4HANA**

- **Contract Management:** Drive transparent, confident procurement decisions based on clear insight into your company’s total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Supplier and Risk Management:** Manage supplier performance information for actionable transparency and insight.
- **Supplier Collaboration:** Drive compliance and contract adherence using supplier collaboration.
- **Supplier and Risk Management:** Drive scalable and business process specific supplier management, streamline purchasing, and deploy resource efficiency.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Find, negotiate, and contract the most qualified, reliable, and compliant suppliers.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Efficient, compliant procurement for high-touch and low-touch scenarios.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**SAP Integrated Business Planning**

- **Collaborative Demand Planning:** Forecasts and consensus for better demand planning.
- **Collaborative Supply Planning:** Plan demand to anticipate and manage demand, inventory, and operational risk.
- **Collaborative Forecasting:** Align forecasts across the entire enterprise for improved accuracy.

**Source and Contract**

Reduce cost and increase savings opportunities and sourcing efficiency using a global business network.

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Collaborate across all phases and sourcing networks.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Reduce spend and improve supplier performance through intelligent optimization.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Collaborate across all phases and sourcing networks.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Reduce spend and improve supplier performance through intelligent optimization.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**SAP ERP**

- **Inventory Optimization:** Streamline your supply chain to reduce costs and improve efficiency.
- **General Gross Margin Planning:** Make informed decisions with enhanced financial visibility.
- **Collaboration and Qualification:** Streamline procure-to-pay processes to reduce risk and improve operational efficiency.

**SAP Integrated Business Planning**

- **Supply Chain Collaboration:** Collaborate across your entire supply chain to ensure better planning and control.
- **Collaborative Demand Planning:** Forecasts and consensus for better demand planning.
- **Collaborative Supply Planning:** Plan demand to anticipate and manage demand, inventory, and operational risk.
- **Collaborative Forecasting:** Align forecasts across the entire enterprise for improved accuracy.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Find, negotiate, and contract the most qualified, reliable, and compliant suppliers.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Efficient, compliant procurement for high-touch and low-touch scenarios.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**SAP S/4HANA**

- **Contract Management:** Drive transparent, confident procurement decisions based on clear insight into your company’s total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Supplier and Risk Management:** Manage supplier performance information for actionable transparency and insight.
- **Supplier Collaboration:** Drive compliance and contract adherence using supplier collaboration.
- **Supplier and Risk Management:** Drive scalable and business process specific supplier management, streamline purchasing, and deploy resource efficiency.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Collaborate across all phases and sourcing networks.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Reduce spend and improve supplier performance through intelligent optimization.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**SAP ERP**

- **Inventory Optimization:** Streamline your supply chain to reduce costs and improve efficiency.
- **General Gross Margin Planning:** Make informed decisions with enhanced financial visibility.
- **Collaboration and Qualification:** Streamline procure-to-pay processes to reduce risk and improve operational efficiency.

**SAP Integrated Business Planning**

- **Supply Chain Collaboration:** Collaborate across your entire supply chain to ensure better planning and control.
- **Collaborative Demand Planning:** Forecasts and consensus for better demand planning.
- **Collaborative Supply Planning:** Plan demand to anticipate and manage demand, inventory, and operational risk.
- **Collaborative Forecasting:** Align forecasts across the entire enterprise for improved accuracy.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Find, negotiate, and contract the most qualified, reliable, and compliant suppliers.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Efficient, compliant procurement for high-touch and low-touch scenarios.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**SAP S/4HANA**

- **Contract Management:** Drive transparent, confident procurement decisions based on clear insight into your company’s total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Supplier and Risk Management:** Manage supplier performance information for actionable transparency and insight.
- **Supplier Collaboration:** Drive compliance and contract adherence using supplier collaboration.
- **Supplier and Risk Management:** Drive scalable and business process specific supplier management, streamline purchasing, and deploy resource efficiency.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Collaborate across all phases and sourcing networks.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Reduce spend and improve supplier performance through intelligent optimization.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.

**SAP ERP**

- **Inventory Optimization:** Streamline your supply chain to reduce costs and improve efficiency.
- **General Gross Margin Planning:** Make informed decisions with enhanced financial visibility.
- **Collaboration and Qualification:** Streamline procure-to-pay processes to reduce risk and improve operational efficiency.

**SAP Integrated Business Planning**

- **Supply Chain Collaboration:** Collaborate across your entire supply chain to ensure better planning and control.
- **Collaborative Demand Planning:** Forecasts and consensus for better demand planning.
- **Collaborative Supply Planning:** Plan demand to anticipate and manage demand, inventory, and operational risk.
- **Collaborative Forecasting:** Align forecasts across the entire enterprise for improved accuracy.

**SAP Ariba Solutions**

- **Supplier Collaboration:** Collaborate across all phases and sourcing networks.
- **Collaborative Procurement:** Reduce spend and improve supplier performance through intelligent optimization.
- **Collaborative Sourcing:** Source and contract more confident procurement decisions with clear insight into your company's total combined spend and suppliers.
- **Collaborative Contract Management:** Centralize contract management processes to reduce legal risk and contract costs.